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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 

After analyzing novel “SMALL SPACES” through intrinsic approach which consists 

of characterization by telling and showing methods, plot and setting and after 

elaborating on the results of the analysis with extrinsic approach which consists trauma, 

paranoid and phobia. I can conclude that the novel Small Spaces reflects trauma, 

paranoid and phobia. 

 

Tash Carmody as a main character in this novel suffers a trauma experience in her 

childhood. As an eight years old Tash Carmody has seen an incident that should not 

be seen by children of her age. Since that day, she gets trauma that makes her feel 

guilty for can not help someone when she is in a dangerous situation. Her trauma has 

an impact to her psychological growth. Her trauma has made her suffers Paranoid. 

She always feels that there is someone follows her because she knows about that 

incident that happen to Mallory. She feels that there is someone who wants to harm 

her and people around her. She is also gets phobia since that day. She gets Agaraphobia. 

Phobia that makes her always gets panic whenever she is in a place or room that has 

small space. She gets fear of being in that place because she thinks it might be difficult 

to escape from that place. 

 

Through this research, I can conclude that Trauma experience that happens in childhood 

can cause sufferer’s psychological growth disturbed. We should pay attention to the 

childhood trauma because it can give bad impact to the children psychological growth. 

The moral teaching of this research is to show people that childhood trauma has a 

sustainable impact to the person who gets it. The purpose of this research is to explain 

the symptoms of childhood trauma, paranoid and agaraphobia and it is made also to tell 

the readers to not ignore a bad things that happens in our childhood because it might 

has an impact in our adulthood. 

 

According to the research, it is potential for the next reaerch to use the application of 

sublimation theory and its relation to the literary works. Since there is no research 
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that use this novel. it is still wide open to new possible findings that can be analyzed 

in this novel. The result of this research can become a reference in analyzing novel 

Small Spaces by using othr approaches. 


